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PREFACE
The McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company has been engaged in a study
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration to determine Space
Station needs, attributes, and architecture. The study, which emphasized
mission validation by potential users, and the benefits a Space Station
would provide to its users, was divided into the following three tasks:
Task 1: Mission Requirements
Task 2: Mission Implementation Concepts
Task 3: Cost and Programmatics Analysis
In Task 1, missions and potential users were identified; the degree of
interest on the part of potential users was ascertained, especially
for commercial missions; benefits to users were quantified; and mission
requirements were defined.
In Task 2, a range of system and architectural alternatives encompassing
the needs of all missions identified in Task 1 were developed. Functions,
resources, support, and transportation necessary to accomplish the
missions were described.
Task 3 examined the programmatic options and the impact of alternative
program strategies on cost, schedule and mission accommodation.
This report, which discusses mission requirements, was prepared for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration under contract NASw-3687
as part of the Task 1 activities.
Questions regarding this report should be directed to:
David C. Wensley
Study Manager
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company
Huntington Beach, California 92647
Telephone (714) 896-1886
in
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The major portion of the space station study dealt with the determination
of potential space station missions and their requirements. Each of the
mission areas was analyzed in depth and is separately reported. This document
reports on the analyses of the total mission data base, which was constructed
from inputs generated by engineers cognizant of each mission area, and the
resultant requirements that were extracted and combined from these missions.
A McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC) computer program, used to
maintain and analyze data, was invaluable in that it continuously modified,
updated, sorted, and integrated the data as needed for the specific analyses
that followed. Several tapes of the data base were input to the Langley
Research Center (LRC) data library.
Another valuable tool was the benefits analyses technique. It was used to
prioritize the great number of missions so they could be ordered into groups
for later accommodation. The prioritization allowed overall and orderly
comparisons of missions accomplished, architecture needed, and budget
requirements.
The requirements determined by the study dictate a very strong need for a
manned space station to satisfy the majority of the missions. The station is
best located at a 28.5-deg inclination and initially (1992 era) requires a
crew of four (three for mission payloads) and a mission power of 25 kW. A
space platform in a polar orbit is needed to augment the station capability;
it initially would be a 15-kW system, located in a sun-synchronous orbit.
Requirements for evolutionary growth of each of these space station system
elements, and for augmentation at other locations, were determined. Space
station and platform facility elements with a total capability of 80 kVI, eight
men, and over 200 Mbps data rate are foreseen by the end of this century.
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The techniques employed provided a reasonable requirements definition.
They also demonstrated capabilities that could be applied in future endeavors,
especially in the areas of user involvement, computerized data base, benefits
analysis techniques, mission prioritization, and requirements integration.
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Section 2
MISSION MODEL ANALYSES
Development of the mission model had begun prior to the space station
study ATP. The model was expanded, analyzed, and updated throughout the
course of the study. The methodology used for this sustained effort, the
evolution of the mission model, and the study product data base are discussed
here.
2.1 METHODOLOGY
The 20 years of space station mission data that were available, reaching
back to the Manned Orbital Research Laboratory study of 1962, necessitated a
technique for rapidly processing and evaluating large amounts of data. This
was accomplished by assigning a cognizant engineer to each of the mission
categories, providing evaluation and data definition formats to be used,
loading data, and using a computerized data processing technique. Initially,
hundreds of potential missions were found to be candidates for consideration.
The missions were evaluated and summarized on Mission Disposition Sheets
(Figure 2-1). The Mission Disposition Sheets made possible the rapid
assessment of mission candidates as potential space station applications while
traceable referencing was retained. (This was found to be of value when
missions were combined to form specific mission sets.) The Mission
Disposition Sheets were used primarily for the Science and Applications
missions because of their large number and the many references available.
NASA-provided mission data sheet format (Figure 2-2), reflecting the next
level of definition, was used for all mission categories. Early in the study,
over 100 missions were defined on these sheets with data available for over
half the entries requested. Many of the entry requests, however, were at a
level not available at the definition status of these missions.
As the study progressed, the data base was found to require continuous
updating, i.e., additions, deletions, parameter value changes, and data sheet
format changes. These changes, coupled with the need to provide numerous data


















D - National Security
O - Space Operations
(S) - Secret
SPACE ATTRIBUTES (PARTIAL LIST)
• Broad Field of View
• Global Coverage
• Repeatable Ground Track





• Real-Time Data Analysis and Evaluation
• Multiple Sensor Use
• Sensor Mode and Parameter Selection
• Target Selection
• Sensor Operation and Parameter Variation
• Evaluation of Sensor Design and Performance
• Equipment Setup, Checkout, Maintenance, Calibration, Etc.
o Consumables Servicing
FIGURE 2-1. MISSION DISPOSITION SHEET
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FIGURE 2-2. MISSION DATA SHEETS
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computerized data base as repository for all the mission data. This was done
in such a way that our data base would be compatible with the LRC computerized
data base. (Magnetic tapes of our data bases were sent to LRC as needed.)
The computen'zed data base that resulted was a matrix that included 44
parameters for each mission. The 44 parameters are in response to the
specific items circled on the NASA mission data sheet shown in Figure 2-2,
plus additional items needed for the study task analyses that followed. The
computer data base technique also implemented analyses of those data items
that would most influence system architecture and cost. The objectives and
descriptions of the missions are separately reported.
The capability of the MDAC analyses programs, developed with company
funds, is summarized in Figure 2-3. These programs were used in the study.
The data base analyses (Task 1) were done by the Accent R program, an
interactive program that provides the means for various modules to operate on
a data base library. Its editing capabilities implement rapid data
modifications, changes, and sorting of the data base. Process modules are
developed and called as appropriate for various hard-copy outputs, and command
modules are used for the formation of specific data sets for architecture
studies. These data sets included integrated time-phased outputs such as
power, crew time, and volume. The specific data sets are retained on fi les
and called up as needed by the Architecture Definition Evaluation Program (see
Figure 2-3). This program calculates the characteristics needed by the
architecture to meet the data base requirements. In turn, these architectural
characteristics are used in the cost model to compare program costs to
available budgets. The results are then used to rapidly adjust the mission
sorts and the architecture to meet the budget restrictions. During the space
station study, over 200 data-base sorts were compiled for analyses in the
subsequent study tasks.
2.2 MISSION DATA BASE
The evolution of the data base through the study is illustrated in Figure
2-4. Early in the study, 365 missions were identified as potential space
station candidates, and by midterm (November 1982), these were compiled into
95 space station missions in f ive categories:























































t Science and Applications - 40
• Commercial - 12
• National Security - 6
• Operations - 25
• Technology - 12.
In Phase II of the study, the data base was continuously updated in
response to mission definition analyses, feedback received from the midterm
review, additional user contacts, and later data additions. The final study
data base included 88 space station missions in the four categories shown.
The National Security missions were removed from the study proper and
separately reported. A traffic model with 139 satellites to be delivered to
geostationary orbit was also included in the data base for analysis of orbit
transfer vehicle needs, Shuttle flight schedules, and orbital selections.
The study data base is summarized in Figure 2-5. The 88 missions are
distributed as shown:
• Commercial - 18
• Technology - 14
• Operation - 10
• Science and Applications - 57.
Six servicing missions are common to the latter two categories. The type
and format of the data included are shown. For each mission, the 44 defined
parameters include orbit needs, physical integration requirements (e.g., space
station, platform, attach points), utility resource needs, and crew
requirements. A copy of the complete data base is in Appendix A.
Each of the 88 missions was defined on a summary page such as the one
illustated in Figure 2-6. The mission characteristics and special
considerations were included, as well as the mission requirements data and
study disposition of each mission. The priority rating shown is discussed in
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• Capability for Limited Evaluation
of Test Results
• 10'3 to 10~6 g Required for
Many Experiments
• Access to Space Vacuum Required
for Some Processes
• Flexibility to Make Many
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Section 3
MISSION ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Analyses of the four mission categories are summarized here. These
analyses, as well as those of the National Security Missions, are reported in
detail in separate volumes.
3.1 SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS MISSIONS
The derivations of the Science and Applications missions is illustrated in
Figure 3-1. The data sources used span those received at the orientation
briefing to the midterm inputs. The 161 missions identified were reduced to
57, primarily by combining similar missions, but also by allocating 8 missions
to other categories and deleting 16 missions because of program
incompatibilities.
FIGURE 3-1





National Space Club Conf, June 1982
Space Systems Tech Model, July 1981
S&A Platform Accommodations, March 1982
OSTA Preliminary Reqmts, S&A Platform, 1978














The 57 Science and Applications missions defined are listed in Figure
3-2. They include:
t Nineteen missions in Solar and Astrophysics
• Three missions in Communications Research
• Eight missions in Earth Environment
• Sixteen missions in Earth and Planetary Exploration
t Six missions in Life Science
• Five missions in Materials Processing
These missions present basic questions of science that can profit from
on-orbit measurements and observations. The full 25 decades of wavelength
emitted by the sun and cosmos will be observed, as compared to the six decades
observable from the earth. This will enable better understanding of the
universe, the solar system, and the interaction between the sun and the
earth's weather and climate.
The Science and Applications missions will advance the utilization of the
earth's resources and environment to the general benefit of society. The cost
of communications, for example, has dropped by an order of magnitude, and
volume has grown even more rapidly because of satellite relay systems.
MCDOMWV;
FIGURE 3-2.
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Continued growth of communications will require better utilization of
facilities and extension of capability. In addition, space research and
processing will result in new products for health care, better understanding
of biological sciences, and new materials for electronics, which will benefit
all of society. Observation of the earth's environment and resources will aid
in control of the environment, management of resources, conservation of
fragile ecosystems, and development of renewable resources.
A manned space station will be of enormous value in helping to achieve
Science and Applications objectives. For some mission groups, such as Life
Science and Materials Processing, a manned space station is a practical
necessity, for their rate of progress is severely limited by using
intermittent, short-duration Orbiter flights.
For the majority of Science and Applications missions, a space station
will provide high-value operational support. This support will reduce the
cost of hardware and operations; enable the maintenance, repair, and servicing
of free-flying payloads; and provide manned interaction to enhance data
acquisition and interpretation.
The unique capabilities of man offer a major benefit to many missions. As
a scientist/observer, man has proved his worth on Skylab and Shuttle missions,
for which his capabilities of special value have been pattern recognition,
judgmental decision-making, and flexibility in responding to changing needs.
As a development engineer, man's tactile and manipulative skills are valuable;
as a service technician, his judgment and his tactile and manipulative skills
can be used to service a wide variety of equipment. Man also brings to orbit
some performance limitations that must be dealt with. Chief among these are
acceleration disturbances and effluent release.
Seventeen parameters relating to the beneficial and detrimental effects of
man in orbit were evaluated for each mission. Figure 3-3 shows a summary of
these evaluations. The parameters were then examined to determine mission
accommodation requirements in categories of required, desired, or acceptable
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There are six missions in our model that are committed to dedicated
satellites. The mission equipment is designed for on-orbit maintenance and
can be serviced from space station. There are 13 missions that require
accommodation on a space station because of the key role played by man. An
additional 18 missions will substantially benefit from manned presence. There
are eight missions that prefer the disturbance- and effluent-free environment
of a platform but will benefit from close support by man in orbit. Twelve
missions can be accommodated on either a space station or platform.
Figure 3-4 illustrates a more detailed distribution of these accommodation
needs. Three levels of need are illustrated: required (mandatory
accommodation), desired (preferred accommodation), and acceptable
(satisfactory accommodation). Many of the missions are acceptable for any of
the accommodation types (i.e., space station, platform, or dedicated
satellite), as shown before; however, most of the missions (31) require or



















Orbital inclination affects the value of Science and Applications missions
in several ways. Earth- and environment-observation missions prefer high
incl inat ion to increase coverage of the earth's surface. Solar observation
missions can profit by the continuous view of the sun afforded by a
sun-synchro nous orbit, which is preferred to achieve constant sun angle.
Astronomy missions tend to prefer the low charged-particle radiation
environment of low inclination to l imit noise and the possibility of
saturation of sensitive detectors. Infrared, microwave, and radio astronomy
missions all profit from higher inclination because (1) constancy of solar
heating helps maintain alignment of large optical systems, (2) high
incl inat ion provides longer north-south baselines for very long baseline
interferometry, and (3) rapid precession provides the desired range of
baseline inclination in a short time.
A summary of the orbit incl inat ion requirements by mission count is
illustrated in Figure 3-5. The majority of the missions are insensitive to













facili t ies at orbit inclinations dictated by other missions and/or where
extensive traffic could be used to advantage. The next largest set of
missions (14) requires 28.5-deg inclination. The remaining missions have
preferences nearly evenly distributed among the three high inclinations.
Figure 3-6 illustrates a more detailed distribution of the inclination
requirements. As stated above, the majority of the missions accept a wide
range of orbit inclinations.
The mission set was further analyzed to determine the relative value of
mission accomplishment at the preferred orbit inclination versus other orbit
inclinations. The analysis is illustrated and summarized in Figure 3-7. The
value scale is based on a value of 100 at the preferred locations. The
examples given indicate preferred orbits at each of the four primary
locations--28.5 deg, 57 deg, 90 deg, and sun-synchronous. Many of the











































A - ATTACHED TO SPACE STATION
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The average value for the mission model using a single-element (i.e., space
station) or a two-element space station system is also summarized. A
two-element system, at 28.5-deg and sun-synchronous inclinations, achieves an
average relative value of 95 out of 100 for the sum total of all the Science
and Applications missions. The 90-deg location, in combination with the
28.5-deg location, has a summary value of 98, due to the potential for
accessing the sun-synchronous satellites for servicing. This requires an
extended-capability teleoperator maneuvering system (TMS). The
sun-synchronous orbit combination was selected because the platform placed
there could accommodate more of the missions than could be accommodated at 90
deg.
The initial space station architecture selected by the study, in response
to all the mission requirements, consists of a manned space station at
28.5-deg inclination and an unmanned platform in sun-synchronous orbit. It
would later be augmented with additional capabilities at both locations. The
accommodation of the 57 Science and Applications missions for the initial
architecture is shown in Figure 3-8. The chart locates the preferred
characteristics of each mission in terms of space station or platform and in
terms of orbit inclination.
The figure also shows the accommodation of each mission with the selected
architecture. The manned space station accommodates those missions that
require it at 28.5 deg, those that are insensitive to inclination, and those
that could use either a space station or a platform at 28.5 deg. The three
low-inclination platform missions found to be compatible with the manned space
station were therefore assigned to the station for accommodation. The
platform, at sun-synchronous inclination, can accommodate the high-inclination
platform missions and some (eight) of those missions that prefer a manned
accommodation at high inclination. Four of the high-inclination missions
would be transferred to dedicated satellites, and one to the 28.5-deg space
station; five would be redesigned to split their accommodation between a space
station at 28.5 deg and a platform at sun-synchronous orbit.
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FIGURE 3-8.
SCIENCE AND APPLICATION MISSION
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The time-phasing and relative priorities for all the Science and
Applications missions are shown in Figure 3-9. (The determination of relative
priorities is discussed in Section 4.2.) The missions would be accommodated
in order of priority. The integrated mission activity for all the Science and
Applications missions is shown in Figure 3-10. The availability dates were
chosen considering the orderly progression of missions, without considering
budget constraints. A majority of the missions were found to be candidates
for a space station initial operating capability (IOC) in 1992. Thus, the
number of active missions on orbit by year shows a high onset rate (most
missions desired an early IOC) and a high activity level of about 35 in any
year (most missions desire long duration).
The missions defined in the study have three sources. Twenty of the
missions are derived from the Spacelab program; of these, 10 are from fully
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missions stem from equipment that has been flown on other satellites. Twenty
new missions and six designated as dedicated satellites complete the
57-mission model.
Neglecting budget constraints, 43 missions can be ready to incorporate
into a space station in 1992. The remaining 14 missions from our 57-mission
Science and Applications Mission Model would phase in over the next decade.
In order to produce equipment for the 1992 missions, there must be three
Spacelab transfer starts, two starts of previously flown equipment, and two
completely new starts per year, beginning in 1986. This level of activity is
inconsistent with a realistic budget projection, and steps were taken to
reduce the number of missions in the set.
3.1.3 Budget Constraints
The funding requirements to accomplish all the missions are high, as seen
in Figure 3-11. To gain some insight into a budget-constrained program, a
$400-million-per-year budget for mission equipment was assumed to begin in
1988. The budget was increased to $600 million per year in 1993 to allow for
operating costs. Mission starts were programmed considering priority
FIGURE 3-11.
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category, time phasing, and estimated cost. The mission equipment cost
estimates were derived using the Aerospace Spacecraft Cost Estimating Model.
Adjustments were made for the degree of previous development. Annual on-orbit
operations cost was estimated at 10% of the equipment fabrication cost. For
legacy missions with reduced fabrication cost, operations cost was estimated
as though the mission were a new start. A ground operations cost of $9
million per year per mission was assumed for all missions.
Over the six-year equipment development period (1987 through 1992), there
are 8 new equipment starts, 16 Spacelab legacy starts, and 9 other legacy
starts. During the operating period after 1992, there are about 25
operational missions at a cost of $360 million per year. The $120 million
remaining in the budget allows for about 1.2 new equipment starts per year.
An additional $30 million (approximately) is available for upgrading existing
equipment or for other legacy mission starts.
The resulting reduced activity, shown in Figure 3-12, includes 16 Sciences
and Applications missions in 1992 and growth to 25 in 1993. The number of
missions active after 1993 averages about 25. Thirty-four of the 36 missions
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include 11 from Astrophysics, 1 from Communications, 7 from Earth Environment,
10 from Earth and Planetary Exploration, 4 from Life Sciences, and 3 from
Material Processing. The remaining 2 missions are started by 1996 and ready
for flight in the late 1990s. The missions on orbit in 1993 include 14
Spacelab and Spacelab-derivative missions, 7 other satellite-legacy missions,
and 5 new-program-start missions.
This budget-constrained space station equipment development program
provides a very representative set of high-value missions with adequate time
phasing and provides the funding for comprehensive operational support.
This mission set and schedule shown in Figure 3-12 was used to derive the
Science and Applications mission requirements that would be imposed in the
system architecture. In Figure 3-13, all the Priority 1 missions are
accommodated by 1993, and all but two Priority 2 and all Priority 3 missions,
by 1997. Of the Priority 4 missions, five were begun, with one launched in
1977. This data combined with the accommodation disposition of Figure 3-8
FIGURE 3-13.
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illustrates the recommended Science and Applications mission disposition for
the study. It is anticipated that these dispositions can be continuously
adjusted as the Science and Applications program comes to fruition.
3.2 SPACE OPERATIONS MISSIONS
Space Operations is a broad category of missions with orbit activities
that benefit other missions (Figure 3-14). The earliest opportunities will be
satellite servicing. Maintenance and repair from a space station base can
keep extremely valuable facilities (such as a space telescope) operating at
peak performance, with fewer Space Shuttle launches required. The
transportation mission allows a reusable orbital transfer vehicle to operate
primarily between near-earth and geostationary orbits. Fuel can be carried up
on the Space Shuttle or even scavenged from the external tanks of the
Shuttle. The benefits are measured in reduced Shuttle launches.
On-orbit assembly or construction of large structures will open the door
to several extremely valuable missions. Candidates include the Large





































communications platform for geostationary orbit. The scientific and
commercial objectives of these missions, which would otherwise be
unattainable, can be met because of the activities of Space Operations
missions.
Robotics operations are an alternative to manned extravehicular activity.
Potential benefits are increased efficiency, reduced hazards to man, and
extension of Space Operations to orbits (such as geostationary) that would not
be planned for manned access in the near term.
3.2.1 Satellite Servicing
On-orbit servicing of low-earth-orbit (LEO) satellites is a logical first
Space Operations mission for the space station. In the years 1992 to 2000, 13
satellites have been identified as candidates for servicing (Figure 3-15).
These satellites are of high value and are accessible to a space station in
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Seven of the satellites are in a 28.5-deg orbit. Six of these have been
designated as orbital service missions in the mission model for the space
station. The average interval between scheduled maintenance activities is
about 2.5 years. When all satellites are simultaneously on orbit, there are
over two service missions per year. Each would require a dedicated launch if
serviced from the Space Shuttle only. Repair of failed equipment (unscheduled
servicing) would add to the number of service missions and required Shuttle
launches.
Dedicated launches are not required for service performed from the space
station. Replacement parts, supplies, and equipment can be taken to the space
station in advance of the service mission, when space is available on the
Shuttle. Hence, most Shuttle launches for service would be saved. In
addition, repairs can be performed in a timely manner without perturbing the
Shuttle launch schedule. The net savings in Shuttle launches is estimated at
two to three per year.
A typical satellite servicing mission is illustrated in Figure 3-16. A
teleoperator maneuvering system (TMS) is dispatched from the space station to
retrieve a satellite in need of servicing. The satellite, after being
returned and berthed with the space station (about 15 hours required), is
serviced as needed. The time period available is not constrained as it would
be for a Shuttle-based service mission. Upon completion of the servicing and
checkout, the satellite is redeployed to its desired location by the TMS,
which would then return to the space station.
3.2.2 Orbital Transfer
The role of a space station in transferring payloads to high-altitude
(such as geosynchronous) orbits was examined. The factors analyzed included
the traffic model, various orbital transfer vehicle (OTV) concepts, the
availability of cryogens, and comparative costs leading to requirements that
would be imposed on the space station.
3.2.2.1 Traffic Model. A traffic model for dedicated satellite missions was
developed to compare the economics of alternative OTV concepts (Figure 3-17).
References for this model were the NASA Space System Technology Model, July










4 Shuttle Flight Saved/Year
Satellite Earth Return Avoided
MfCDOMAW FIGURE 3-17.
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• 139 Payload Deliveries to GEO ,4
• 27 Payload Types *|
• 165,000 kg Delivered 1






















































































1982. Battelle projected two models, one with a low and one with a high
number of payloads delivered, with the high number about 40% greater than the
low. MDAC's analysis was based on the low-number model data.
The traffic model includes those payloads to be delivered to
geosynchronous orbit by the Space Shuttle and upper stages; it excludes those
that are projected to be launched on non-Shuttle vehicles such as Delta and
Ariane. The model projects 100 payloads to be launched through the year
1997. it was extrapolated at a rate of 13 payloads per year through the year
2000, resulting in 139 payloads to be delivered to geosynchronous orbit.
There are 27 pay load types, the majority of which are commercial in nature and
have a payload mass less than 3600 kg; the average payload mass is 1200 kg.
3.2.2.2 Expendable Versus Reusable OTVs. Characteristics of expendable-OTV
and reusable-OTV delivery to high-altitude orbit are shown in Figure 3-18. In
the expendable mode the stage and payload combination are usually delivered
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geosynchronous) altitude by the expendable stage. The space station can play
a role in this mode by providing on-orbit storage of stages or payloads or by
supplying assembly/checked capability prior to launch. In the reusable OTV
(ROTV) mode, the ROTV can be berthed to the space station on orbit, attached
to appropriate payloads, fueled, checked out, and launched. After delivering
the payload to its intended orbit, the ROTV would return to the space station
to await another mission.
Candidate expendable OTVs range from a PAM-D to a cryogen stage that has a
4000-kg delivery capability to geosynchronous orbit (Figure 3-19). The ROTV
candidates (single-stage, two-stage, and single-stage with aerobraking) are
fully reusable for 20 missions (Figure 3-20). Each candidate ROTV is sized to
a 4000-kg delivery capability since this is the value needed to best satisfy
the anticipated traffic model.
The distribution of required payloads is indicated by the 19 OTVs
scheduled for a 1995 launch (Figure 3-21). A 4000-kg delivery capability
necessitates a single launch for each of the two 3636-kg payloads; the others
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then needed to deliver the 19 payloads. If some singular flights are
required, they can be matched to a commensurate-capability expendable OTV or
delivered by an off-loaded ROTV. The number of 4000-kg-capability flights
(using multiple payloads) needed to satisfy the traffic model for the 10-year
span 1990 to 1999 is shown in Figure 3-22. A typical number of flights is
less than six per year.
3.2.2.3 Orbital Transfer Costs. The transportation costs to deliver to
geosynchronous orbit the 139 payloads in the traffic model are compared for
the OTV concepts described (Figure 3-23). The costs include OTV hardware
cost, launch operations cost, and STS delivery charges of all deliverables
including propellent. The left bar shows a $6.85-billion cost for delivering
each of the 139 payloads one at a time using the appropriate,
performance-matched, expendable OTV. The cost is reduced to $6.09 billion by
using a multiple payload delivery approach. The difference here is not great
because the savings caused by the reduced number of flights is offset by the
more expensive and expendable cryogen stage. Reusable OTV cost comparisons
are illustrated with multiple payload deliveries on a single-stage ROTV
FIGURE 3-22.
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costing $5.69 billion, a $0.4 billion reduction over the equivalent expendable
approach. The use of an aerobrake ROTV and a two-stage ROTV reduces the costs
much more, to $3.8 billion. The two-stage concept (both stages are the same
design) was selected for this study since it requires a lower development cost
and offers lower risk than the aerobrake design.
A further cost advantage can be incurred by taking advantage of potential
ullage and flight performance reserve cryogen propel 1 ant in the Shuttle
external tank (ET) through scavenging. The use of scavenged propellant (4300
kg per flight) from 10 Shuttle flights per year (assumed to be in the vicinity
of the space station) can furnish an additional $1.6 billion cost savings. The
delivery charge for remaining propellant is small, and in fact the propellant
can be provided by the judicious use of payload topping (i.e., utilizing the
Shuttle cryogens remaining due to a less-than-100% load factor utilization).




In Figure 3-24, the cumulative transport costs for the expandable OTV and
the two-stage ROTV are shown on a yearly basis. The expendable OTV incurs
$6.1 to $6.8 billion in transportation costs for the delivery of the 139
payloads. The upper line of the cost band indicates the cost of delivering
payloads singly on the particular expendable OTV best matched to performance
needs (i.e., RAM, IUS, or a cryogenic stage). The lower line of the cost
band, indicating cost of multiple payload delivery (up to four per mission) on
an expendable cryogen stage, results in a savings of $7 billion.
An additional savings of at least $2.3 billion can be realized by using a
two-stage ROTV, for which the cost of the stage is averaged over its life (20
missions).
/
As shown, a maximum total cost savings of $4.9 billion over 11 years can
be realized by implementing the two-stage ROTV rather than the expendable
OTV. This savings is more than adequate to offset the development of the ROTV
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value of this two-stage ROTV with multiple payload capability, it is
recommended that in-depth system studies be performed to further develop it.
In addition, the two-stage ROTV appears to be a prime candidate for a future
commercial enterpn'se.
3.2.3 Requirements for Space Operations Missions
The number of Orbiter flights needed to satify the needs of the Space
Operations missions is shown in Figure 3-25. These flights include space
station delivery and logistics flights, delivery of all payloads to 28.5-deg
orbit, delivery of payloads headed for geosynchronous orbit, delivery of
consumables for projected commercial processing missions, and delivery of
needed ROTV propellant. All flights would be candidates for the ET scavenging
previously discussed. More than 10 flights per year would be available. If
the space station, along with commercial processing missions, were placed at
47-deg orbit, the traffic potential for ET scavenging at 28.5 deg would be
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The ROTV is an important contributor to cost-effective transportation of
payloads into high-energy orbits including geosynchronous placement/retrieval
and planetary injection. The space station is a necesssry operating base for
the ROTV, offering opportunties for assembling mission vehicles, conducting
launch operations, and performing routine service and maintenance of the ROTV,
as well as being a propel 1 ant depot. An ROTV mission scenario is shown in
Figure 3-27. To support these ROTV operations, the station must have a remote
manipulator system; assembly, berthing, and docking provisions; propellant
storage and transfer capability; and checkout and launch equipment.
The space station concept includes an orbital propellant depot capability
that allows the ROTV to maximize the use of ET residual propellant by
scavenging. It also provides a facility for transfer and storage of
cryogenics that would be earned in special tanks in the Orbiter cargo bay.
These tanks would take advantage of any excess payload capability on Shuttle
flights that are essentially volume-limited. This feature is described as
"payload topping." A functional sketch of a space station geared for ROTV
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The requirements imposed on a space station by these Space Operations
missions are listed in Table 3-1.
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The facility requirements for assembly of large structures were examined
for generic examples such as the large deployable reflector (LDR). The need
for space, assembly jigs, manipulators, material depot, extension, EVA, etc.,
has been identified in previous studies and is not repeated here. Specific
configuration would be effected to provide these capabilities; resources
(i.e., power, crew hours) are not great, on the average, because of the
intermittent nature of this mission.
3.3 TECHNOLOGY MISSIONS
The technology development missions are separated into those necessary to
develop a growth space station (Subsystem Technology missions) and those
necessary to develop advance missions/payloads to be supported by the space
station (Misson Technology missions).
3.3.1 Mission Technology Missions
The final list of technology development missions was selected from about
75 possibilities identified by NASA and MDAC. This list was refined to a
total of 14 technology development missions covering both categories. An EVA
mission that can be done on the Shuttle was added, rounding out the necessary
technology development. The criteria for refining the mission list included
combining redundant missions and selecting those most responsive to critical
needs or "mission drivers."
Figure 3-29 identifies the Mission Technology missions required for
advance mission/payloads development. The primary drivers for these missions
are ROTV, satellite servicing, large structures, and antennas. Five of these
missions, plus the unlisted EVA mission, relate to ROTV and satellite
servicing:
t Evaluation of Man's Role
t Fluid Storage and Management
• Satellite Service Technology
• Crew Manipulator/Robotics
• OTV Service Technology
The first three, plus the EVA Mission, provide the components and
functional capabilities development necessary for OTV and satellite servicing,
38
FIGURE 3-29.
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• Crew • EVA/MMU
• RMS • Voice/Video
• External Ports
• Instrumentation
including man/machine relationships. The last two combine the requisite
components into subsystems and then develop the integrated subsystems (e.g.,
by allocating tasks to EVA, manipulators, or robotics). The space station
portion of the missions will be to complete the development and to verify and
demonstrate the respective servicing capabilities.
The other branch of the Mission Technology effort is the development of
the capability to assemble and/or deploy large structures and antennas. These
are covered by the Large Structure Construction, Large Structure Control, and
Zero g Antenna Range missions. The first two are a necessary ingredient in a
growth space station, so they are also included in the Subsystem Technology
mission list.
3.3.2 Subsystem Technology Missions
The growth space station requires Subsystem Technology missions. The
"program drivers" for these missions are cost, logistics, long life,
reliability, and performance. Nine Subsystem Technology missions have been
HICDOHUMELL. DOUGLAS
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selected for Inclusion in the space station mission model on the basis of
their importance to the key program issues (Figure 3-30). The h^o Recovery,
^2 Recovery, Advanced Radiator, and Tether Dynamics missions relate to the
cost and logistics drivers. The others relate to lifetime, reliability, and
performance. The Subsystems Technology missions of Large Structure
Construction and Evaluation of Man's Role are also included in the Mission
Technology missions because they support advanced missions as well as growth
versions of the space station.
Requirements imposed on the space station by the technology missions are
listed in Figure 3-31. All but one of the 14 missions require manned
involvement and thus need to be accommodated on the space station. The
exception, Materials and Coating, can also be allocated to the space station,
which would be in the initial recommended architecture. The characteristics
of a technology mission are that it can be performed in nearly any orbit, it
is generally short in duration (less than one year), it has low power
requirements (less than 1.5 kW), and it requires intermittent crew attention.
MCOOM/VC FIGURE 3-30.
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A commercial activity is one undertaken for profit in the public
marketplace. The term "commercialization" implies the transfer of technology
from an R4D and/or federally supported activity to a trade activity, usually
under private ownership and control.
The opportunities for the commercialization of space include not only
communications, remote sensing, and materials processing, but also commercial
launch and transportation services, satellite servicing, and other support
services for the growing numbers of general users. In the field of space
transportation, MDAC is leading this transition with its company-furnished
Delta 3914 launch vehicle and its Payload Assist Module (RAM) series of upper
stages. The potential 10-year market from all candidate commercial ventures
is projected to be in the $40- to $50-billion range. Individual market areas
















































Corporate investment in the development of a new product or service is
generally undertaken only after a critical appraisal of the relevant
technology, anticipated development cost, anticipated return, and market
demand. The role of the government has traditionally been to serve as a
stimulus to economic development by supporting research in high-risk
pursuits. (Such pursuits usually have potentially longer pay-back times than
are acceptable by private-venture capitalists.) The government has also
suported technological developments having obvious social benefits to the
populace.
By taking the lead in reducing the risks of space operation, NASA can halp
to achieve the economic, social, and technological growth necessary to secure
the future of the people in the United States and the remainder of the free
world. If we are successful in fully commercializing space activities, we
will open the door to new, high-technology industries representing a broad
range of medical, technological, economic, and consumer product benefits. In
addition to demonstrating US world leadership in high technology and free
enterprise, we will begin to shift the burden of investment in space from
government to private industry, just as we already have done in the case of
satellite communications.
Each of the major commercial areas illustrated in Figure 3-32 was studied
by the MDAC team to determine potential markets, products, roles of a manned
space station, and constituency support. Study results are treated in-depth
in the Commercial Opportunities in Space report. The largest potential
markets are in materials processing and communications areas ($10 to $40
billion in 10 years compared to $1 to $6 billion in the other areas).
Thirteen commercially oriented missions were included in the MDAC mission
model (Figure 3-33). One of these was a materials research facility for
general industrial leasing or service-for-fee operations; the remaining 12
were typical examples of specific facilities likely to be required by one or
more members of the emerging population of potential users. In the judgment
of the study team, these 13 missions were a reasonable representation of the
van'ous classes of products and services that were identified in the contacts
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Eli Lilly • Fluor
IBM • Eastman Kodak
Union Carbide • Nitinol
Allegheney International
Johnson Matthey • Eaton
Calcitek • Staley
Tucker Anthony • GTI





Inco •Johnson & Johnson
Ford Aerospace • Comsat
Microgravity Research
Geosat Companies
When discussing the potential of manned and unmanned space platforms with
potential users, a concerted effort was made to characterize products and
services in terms understandable to the users. The criteria for selecting
areas of interest included concentration on products having a high market
value or having a market life long enough, with obsolescence rates low enough,
that implementation of R&D activities on a manned space station would be
feasible and would allow a sustained production period for recapture of
investment. One or more of 40 potential processes, products, or services were
discussed with representatives of 47 companies and interested organizations.
The results of our investigations have suggested that significant interest
in space facilities can be found among a number of commercial users. The
potential market opportunities during the next decade are projected to be in
the tens of billions of dollars.
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In order to develop and maintain the involvement of potential users,
however, space demonstrations will be required, and commercial growth or
evolution will be highly dependent upon the results obtained in early R&D
activities. As evidenced by the MDAC experience in EOS, the concept-to-
implementation time cycle for the introduction of a new product to commerical
market can easily take 5 to 10 years. Manned facilities will be required
especially for conceptual R&D phases and for maintenance and servicing
operations dun'ng production or operational missions. An essential
requirement for encouraging the growth of commercial markets for
space-developed products and services is that space facilities be easily
accessible by dependable and regularly scheduled transportation systems.
Above all, potential users need (1) incentives to remove the space-systems
risk from candidate commercial ventures, (2) the potential for private
ownership, (3) guarantees of intellectual property rights, (4) proprietary
protection, and (5) access to manned space facilities.
The requirements imposed on a space station by the Commercial missions are
primarily in the areas of power, facilities, crew, and resupply. The 13
commercial missions identified are believed to be representative of those that
will eventually mature. The number of such missions that will come to
fruition is now unknown and is dependent on the successful completion of some
of the prerequisite R&D missions. The requirements from all the missions are
high power (up to 25 kW), equivalent total of seven short Spacelab modules and
two long ones, and individual resupply requirements as high as 10,000 kg/month
(totaling 30,000 kg/month for all missions). The requirements selected to be
imposed on the space station were drawn from those highest priority missions
that were believed to be actual candidates (i.e., EOS, Toxic Waste Monitor,
and Materials Research Facility).
The other missions, though very promising, have a power priority and were
not considered driver missions. These are now fitted within the projected
space station capabilities. As their stature matures, these lower priority






INTEGRATED MISSION REQUIREMENTS ANALYSES
This section discusses the collection, integration, and analyses of the
mission requirements from each of the four mission areas; the analysis of
mission benefits and prioritized missions; and the overall time-phased
requirements of prioritized missions.
4.1 MISSION DATA SET
The 88 missions that resulted from the nearly continuous analyses made
during the study are listed in Figure 4-1 along with the pertinent data in the
data base. Each of these missions is summarized in Appendix A. The
distribution of these into the four mission areas is as follows:
• Commercial - 13
• Space Operations - 4
• Science and Application - 57
• Technology - 14
A set of 109 missions (104 in low earth orbit) was received from the
European consortium late in the study. These were analyzed, and their
requirements are shown in Figure 4-2. Compared to the set developed by MDAC
in this study, the international missions set has a higher percentage of Life
Science and Materials Processing missions. In addition, the missions are
defined at the level of singular objectives rather than at group level, as
those developed in the MDAC study were defined. This is indicated by lower
average permission requirements for power, crew, mass, and duration.
The requirements boundaries of the MDAC mission set envelop those of the
European missions. Therefore, the capabilities of the space station
architecture designed in response to the needs of that mission set would be
more than adequate to satisfy the needs of the international missions.
DOUGLAS
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Science and Application 89
Operations 4
Commercial Technology 11





(1) Data From ERNO/MBB
(2) Includes 6 S/A Service Missions
4.1.1 Mission Accommodation
All 88 missions were analyzed to determine the preferred accommodation for
each in terms of a manned space station, a platform, or a dedicated
satellite. Three levels of preference were noted: required, desired, and
acceptable. The preferences are summarized in Figure 4-3. From this data it
is clear that a manned space station should be a part of the initial system
and that a platform judiciously placed will greatly augment this basic
capability.
The orbit requirements are summarized in Figure 4-4. The largest fraction
of missions, 33, have no preferred orbit inclination; the next largest set,
27, requires a 28.5-deg orbit. Although these groupings are expressed as
"requirements," the missions have some flexibility in degrees of acceptability
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Orbit inclination selections considered these requirements, their
flexibility for accepting other inclinations, the relative cost (Shuttle
performance) of achieving each orbit, and the location of planned traffic
corridors.
The distribution of combined mission accommodation, i.e., facility (space
station or platform) and inclination requirements, is illustrated in Figure
4-5. The majority of the missions can be accommodated by a manned space
station at low inclination. A space station at 28.5-deg orbit can accommodate
54 of the 88 missions. Of the remaining missions, 15 can be accommodated by a
high-inclination platform.
In a budget-constrained environment, it will be essential to achieve the
highest degree of mission accommodation for the least program cost. Although
the range of requirements included in our mission model demands both manned












the total mission set can be satisfied by a single manned space station
supplemented by a single unmanned platform.
Figure 4-6 illustrates the accommodation offered by a just a few of the
architectural options investigated in this study. A single space station at
28.5-deg orbit, with an unmanned platform operated at high inclination
(preferably sun-synchronous or 90-deg) offers the best accommodation potential
of any space station/platform combination. Sixty-seven missions have 100% of
their required needs satisfied. An additional 17 missions have 75% to 100% of
their required needs satisfied. The total of 84 missions represents a capture
ratio of 95%. To capture the remaining 5%, and to satisfy 100% of all mission
needs, requires additional major facilities in space.
The 21 missions that cannot be fu l ly accommodated by a 28.5-deg-
incl inat ion space station and a sun-synchronous-orbit platform were
dispositioned as shown in Figure 4-7. Six missions can be accommodated by
FIGURE 4-6.
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redefining them to be split with part of each on both the platform and the
space station. This interim solution would be appropriate pending the
addition of growth capability at 28.5-deg orbit, manned presence at
sun-synchronous orbit, and manned or unmanned capability at 57-deg inclination.
4.1.2 Activity Level
The total on-orbit mission activity that would result if all the missions
were scheduled when desired is shown in Figure 4-8. Budget analyses have
shown that the costs associated with mission pay loads and the facilities
needed to accommodate them are outside reasonable budget allocations. In
addition, activity in the latter half of the decade will probably be increased
beyond our estimates (as indicated by the projected growth) because of our
inability to predict accurately. These high activity levels lead to the need
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4.2 BENEFITS AND PRIORITIZATION ANALYSES
The large number of viable missions necessitated that a mechanism be
implemented that would allow their orderly accommodation. To achieve this
ordering, benefits and prioritization analyses were conducted. The process
used is summarized in Figure 4-9. Thirty-four parameters that measure the
relative benefits of each mission were selected. These included the broad
categories of social and economic benefits, cost, constituency, and
availability. Each of the 34 parameters was numerically scaled so that each
mission could be measured. The relative positions of each mission on each
scale were summed, resulting in a prioritized list.
Some of the factors included were the following:
• Demographic data such as the percentage of the population affected.
• Value added in terms of the numeric factor increase in product output
on the space mission compared to a nonspace solution.






BENEFITS AND PRIORITIZATION ANALYSES
FIGURE 4-9. VGB825
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t Constituency—the identified support of a constituency or sponsor
group.
• Avail ability—the relative development maturity, legacy, or sponsor
planning priority that would indicate not only when the mission might be
achieved but also the confidence in it being achieved.
The evaluators were selected from the MDAC study team (including
subcontractor and Mission Advisory personnel) for their particular expertise
in the areas being evaluated. Twelve individuals averaging 25 years
experience in space systems analyses were involved; four have PhDs in the
related sciences and one has a doctorate in medicine.
The evaluation data collection technique used was the four-page format
shown in Figure 4-10. Figure 4-11 shows a detail of some of the factors to
demonstrate how they were scaled. The analysis technique is fully reported in
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RISK FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED:
A - TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
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The resultant benefit rating for the 88 missions is shown in Figure 4-12.
The ordinate is a measure of the evaluated benefit and constituency factor,
and the abscissa is a relative measure of the mission cost and uncertainty.
The scatter data is the placement of each mission on this evaluation scale.
The scale's directions are such that the highest value missions are up and to
the right.
These relative values were analyzed for biases among the evaluators and
for other sensitivities. The missions were then prioritized by sequentially
selecting groups of missions in the far upper right portion of the map and
then proceeding across to the lower left in incremental steps. Various step
sizes were used (including semiquartile increments and a mission distribution
matrix scoring technique). These resulted in the four mission priority groups
shown in Figure 4-13. The high-priority missions (Groups 1 and 2) included
missions from all the categories, specifically the high-value Commercial
missions (i.e., EOS), servicing of high-value satellites, enabling technology
missions, and Science and Applications. The purpose of mission prioritization
was to provide an orderly mechanism for monotonically increasing the mission
FIGURE 4-12.
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PRIORITIZED MISSION MODEL VGB558
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requirements, observing the>degree of mission accomplishment, and comparing
this to the needed architecture and its cost. The cost was then compared to
projected budgets available. Thus, in a budget-constrained program, the
mission priority groups would be sequentially accommodated until a budget
ceiling was reached. Those missions remaining would be deferred until they
could be accommodated.
As programs mature, there will be shifts in emphasis and other factors
that will affect the relative group priorities. The groups established for
this study are certainly expected to reflect these adjustments in the future.
4.3 TIME-PHASED REQUIREMENTS—PRIORITIZED MISSIONS
The orbit inclination, mission accommodation, and utility resource sizing
requirements were analyzed for the mission priority groups discussed
previously. The orbit inclination requirements of various priority mission
groupings are illustrated in Figure 4-14. The size of the intersecting
































inclination requirement. The polar category includes the 90-deg-inclination
and sun-synchro nous orbit missions.
Of the 88 missions included in the circle set in the upper right of Figure
4-14, a single facility located in a 28.5-deg orbit would acceptably satisfy
61 of those missions. A single facility located in either 57-deg or 90-deg
orbit would acceptably satisfy 73 and 72 missions respectively. Two
facilities in separate locations increase the mission capture ratio as
indicated earlier—84 missions for an architecture of a 28.5-deg-incli nation
space station and a polar-orbit platform. These capture ratios remain nearly
constant through all the priority groups.
The facility requirements for accommodation of each priority group (Figure
4-15) are based on R (required), D (desirable), and A (acceptable). In the
upper right circle, 42 missions require space station accommodation, 22 desire
it, and 24 find it acceptable. The 42 missions requiring space station















Similarly, 9 missions were found to desire a space platform, and 38 would find
it acceptable if there is no other solution. The ratios of accommodation
needs hold through all the priority groups.
A space station in 28.5-deg orbit and a platform in polar orbit are needed
to satisfy the mission requirements. The ability of this potential
architecture to accommodate the prioritized mission model is shown in Figure
4-16. Each of the four missions not accommodated by the space station would
be allocated to a dedicated satellite. The dashed line indicates the number
of missions fully (100%) accommodated in each priority group (i.e., 15, 30,
48, and 67). Those remaining would be dispositioned to dedicated satellites
(the four mentioned above) or to the space station or platform, thus being
acceptably, but not fully, accommodated. The disposition of those 21 missions
not fully accommodated by this architecture are displayed in Figure 4-7.
The time-phased requirements for the prioritized mission groups are
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irrespective of the allocation between manned space station and platform, or
the orbit location. For example, the mission payload power needs begin at 25
kW and increase by steps to about 80 kW. Facility power requirements must be
added to these numbers for total power requirements. The mission payload crew
size needed is initially about 7000 man-hours/year (approximately 3 men),
growing to 23,000 man-hours/year (8 crewmen).
The allocation of power and data requirements between a space station and
a platform is illustrated in Figure 4-18. The upper power requirement line
corresponds to the total from Figure 4-17. The lower power line (2 kW) is the
power required for missions needing a platform, leaving 23 to 78 kW needed for
the space station. The intermediate dashed line is power required for those
missions needing a platform plus that required for the Science and
Applications missions that could well utilize it. This platform power
requirement is about 20 kW, leaving 60 kW for the space station. Requirement
allocations were given in this manner to the architectural option tasks for
analysis. The corresponding data allocation shown in Figure 4-18 indicates
that the 200-Mbps data rate required could be shifted from half on the
platform and half on the space station to more on the platform than on the
space station, if desired.
FIGURE 4-18.
TOTAL MISSION REQUIREMENTS





















Figure 4-19 shows the total requirements with a candidate architecture
capability (cross-hatched area). The steps in capability correspond to these
planned growth steps in the architecture:
1992 28.5-deg-inclination space station - 25 kW, 3 men (4 total)
Sun-synchronous-orbit platform - 15 kW, 300 Mbps
Expanded space station - 40 kW, 8 men (total)
Platform at 28.5-deg inclination, 75 kW





Potential evolution would include:
1998 Expand sun-synchronous-orbit platform - 25 kW, 4 men,
Platform at 57 deg
The schedule for this architecture is compatible with budget availability
projections. This architecture provides sufficient resources for Priority 1,
2, and 3 missions except for small deficiencies in power and in pressurized
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In the middle years of the decade, sufficient resources to capture all
Priority 4 missions are not provided, since these are largely commercial
missions that may or may not be required, depending on the success of earlier
R&D activities. If needed, these large-scale production/manufacturing
facilities are expected to operate at profit-making levels and to be privately
financed. They can be accommodated on dedicated, separately funded facilities
and can receive periodic servicing from the central space station.
A 300-Mbps data rate capability is provided for the entire time span in
order to minimize the cost of down-linking the data via the TORSS.
The evolutionary capability step provides the facilities and resources to
accommodate all missions as they mature in the late 1990s.
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Appendix A
MISSION DATA BASE
The computerized mission data base generated in the study is shown in
Figure A-l. The columns are defined as follows.
«




The categories (X) are defined:
C - Commercial
0 - Space Operations
S - Science and Applications
T - Technology Development
The subcategories (YY) are defined:
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-PC Basic Physics and Chemistry
Orbital inclinations are in degrees, with A standing for Any. Orbital
altitudes are in kilometers. Mission accommodation codes for station,
platform, and service are:
R - Required as the only practical accommodation
D - Desired as preferable to other options
A - Acceptable but other options may be preferred
U - Unacceptable
S - Supply as the principal service mission
M - Maintain or repair as the principal service mission
B - Build or assemble as the principle service mission
Launch volume is indicated by equivalent Spacelab module, rack, and pallet
codes:
SM - Short Spacelab module
LM - Long Spacelab module
Rack - Equivalent number of single racks
Pal - Equivalent number of Spacelab pallets
The entry under PORT indicates the number of attach ports required for
accommodation on a space station or platform.
Operating power is indicated in watts and data rate in kilobits per
second. The duty cycle represents the portion of time at the indicated power
and data rate. The launch mass is in kilograms and, in the case of




Limiting acceleration requirements are indicated, where applicable. View
direction codes are:
A - Any direction
E - Earth, either nadir or near nadir
I - Inertial or celestial
M - Multiple view directions
S - Solar
V - Along the space station velocity vector
Z - Zenith or anti-Earth
Crew requirements are given in days per year during which important
activities occur. The average hours for each activity and crew size are given
so that the product of days per year, hours per day, and crew size gives crew
hours per year.
Rounded raw scores are shown for the MDAC mission advisory panel
evaluations of the missions benefits, constituency, savings, and risk. All
parameters are arranged so that larger values are good, i.e., a large number
represents a low risk or a high benefit.
Priority is the final sorting into four priority groups. Legacy indicates
which missions are derived from Spacelab (S) and other satellites or Orbiter
flights (0).
The remaining pages of Appendix A are one-page synopses of each of the 88
missions. Where applicable, codes are consistent with those in the computer
data base. The study disposition gives the IOC date in a budget-constrained
model and the allocation to space station (28.5-deg orbit), platform (97-deg
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